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The Biblical Monarch as Anarchy Personified: 
Narrative Configuring Law

Abstract: Bracketed as they are by the bleak and terse “In those days there was no king 
in Israel” (Judges 19:1, 21:25), the final horrific events of the book of Judges appear to 
be the consequence of the absence of a king—the lawless chaos of a society in desperate 
need of an alternative form of government. A close reading of various incidents in Saul’s 
downfall and David’s rise to power reveals a similarly negative perspective on what the 
monarchy holds in store for Israel. The narratives portray each leader as personifying the 
very political malaise that the institution of monarchy was ostensibly called on to cor-
rect. Once it is understood that the narratives of the founding of the Israelite monarchy 
preclude monarchy as a viable political alternative, the king’s law in Deuteronomy can 
be seen as a juridical expression of those narratives. 

The law of the king as formulated in Deuteronomy 17:14–20 radically al-
ters the prevailing conception of the king and his status in the ancient 
Israelite and Near Eastern world. In striking contrast to its counterpart 
delineated by Samuel in I Samuel 8:11–17, which grants the king unlim-
ited and arbitrary despotic authority to tax, conscript, and expropriate, 
Deuteronomy 17 exclusively curtails the powers of the king in a quick suc-
cession of five restrictions. Rather than characterizing Deuteronomy’s law 
of the king as expressing sympathy and esteem for the monarchy,1 Bernard 

This paper developed out of a presentation delivered at a 2006 conference on political 
Hebraism graciously hosted by the Shalem Center in Jerusalem. I would like to ex-
press my gratitude to the Shalem Center and the organizers of the conference for their 
hospitality and for granting me the opportunity to participate in an event of extraor-
dinary intellectual exchange. I am also indebted to Bernard Levinson for his insightful 
comments and suggestions in improving this paper and thought-provoking discussions 
during the conference.
 1 See, for example, Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School 
(Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1992), pp. 168–171. Weinfeld detects, in the law’s 
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Levinson offers a far more nuanced view of its programmatic rejection of 
the king’s traditional role as the supreme arbiter of justice and cultic chief. 
By making the king subservient to the law, rather than its source and ul-
timate dispenser, Levinson, keenly attuned to the legislation’s subversive 
project, sees the king “reduced to a mere titular figurehead of the state, 
more restricted than potent, more otiose than exercising real military, ju-
dicial, executive, and cultic function.”2 What I will argue in this essay is 
that the accounts of Saul’s reign and David’s ascent to the throne—report-
ed primarily in what has come to be known in the canonical division of 
the old testament as the first book of Samuel3—are the natural and nec-
essary precursors to Deuteronomy’s virtual emasculation of the king. As 
the argument progresses, it will be observed that certain classical rabbinic 
traditions and medieval rabbinic exegetes continued this politically sub-
versive project already commenced by the biblical authors.

Although I am well aware of text-critical problems associated with the 
Samuel narratives, I have chosen to deal here with the finally redacted 
Masoretic version as we now have it. In a literary sense it reflects, at the 
very least, an editor who, as Moshe Garsiel noted, “reworked his material 
with such genuine creative artistry that he cannot be regarded as an ‘edi-
tor’ in the restricted technical sense of collecting and arranging together 
material and providing editorial links and glosses; rather he seems to have 
been a skilled creative artist—an author in the full meaning of the word.” 4 

precise allusions to Solomon’s particular failings, a negative attitude only toward his 
specific reign. 
 2 Bernard Levinson, Deuteronomy and the Hermeneutics of Legal Innovation 
(New York: oxford university Press, 1997), pp. 138–143, at p. 141. See also his 
“Reconceptualization of Kingship in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History’s 
transformation of the torah,” Vetus Testamentum 51:4 (2001), pp. 511–534; and his “The 
First Constitution: Rethinking the origins of Rule of Law and Separation of Powers in 
Light of Deuteronomy,” Cardozo Law Review 27:4 (2006), pp. 1853–1888, esp. 1878–
1882. See also Baruch Halpern, The Constitution of the Monarchy in Israel (Decatur, Ga.: 
Scholars Press, 1981), which likewise views it as part of a “remarkable document” that 
“limits the monarch’s power to arrogate to himself all authority in the national regime. 
It legislates monarchy, but proscribes despotism” (pp. 234–235).   
 3 The division of Samuel into two books was of course unknown to both the bibli-
cal authors and editors as well as to the classical rabbis in the talmudic period. The later 
division into “books” was purely a product of ancient scribal inability to accommodate 
such lengthy material on a single scroll. However, see Joel Rosenberg, who argues that 
“the Masoretic parceling of books gives Samuel a beginning and end that most fully ac-
cord with the shape of the larger argument.” See his “I and II Samuel,” in R. Alter and 
F. Kermode, eds., The Literary Guide to the Bible (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard university 
Press, 1987), p. 123. 
 4 See Moshe Gasriel, The First Book of Samuel: A Literary Study of Comparative 
Structures, Analogies, and Parallels (Ramat Gan: Revivim, 1983), p. 15. For a small 
sampling of others who have approached the Masoretic text this way, see Peter Miscall, 
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Although much has been written on the failure of David’s reign, my anal-
ysis will be largely confined to his career prior to his assumption of the 
crown. The text on this segment of David’s career is particularly suscep-
tible to the close readings I offer in light of a consensus among a great 
number of biblical scholars in favor of viewing these narratives, in partic-
ular I Samuel 16:14 to II Samuel 5, as a unified compositional account.

Although scholars have discerned a heterogeneous background on 
David’s rise to power, Kyle McCarter, in his Anchor Bible commentary on 
I Samuel, notes that these same scholars “have also stressed the creative 
role of the author who brought the bits of material together and imposed 
upon them their present unity.” 5 Though McCarter’s assessment of the 
scholarship leads him to conclude, “It is now widely agreed that the HDR 
[history of David’s rise] must be viewed as a composition with a purpose 
beyond the antiquarian impulse of its author,”6 precisely what that pur-
pose is, is open to debate. on this question, I take issue with those like 
McCarter who consider these narratives to endorse, politically and theo-
logically, David’s succession to the throne. My reading argues for an early 7 

I Samuel: A Literary Reading (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana university Press, 1986). Also see 
Robert Alter’s comments in his introduction to The David Story (New York: W.W. Norton 
& Co., 1999), where he criticizes biblical scholarship, which has “badly underrated this 
book by imagining that ideological strands can be identified like so many varieties of pota-
toes and understood as simple expressions of advocacy” (p. xiv). See also David Gunn and 
Dana N. Fewell, Narrative in the Hebrew Bible (oxford: oxford university Press, 1993), 
and the lengthy list of literary studies of Samuel under section N of the bibliography. See 
also Gary A. Rendsburg, The Redaction of Genesis (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1986), 
which argues against source criticism in favor of reading biblical narratives as large, uni-
fied blocks of literature.
 5 P. Kyle McCarter, I Samuel: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary 
(New York: Doubleday, 1980), pp. 27–28. Emphasis mine. Within this account, Baruch 
Halpern detects two parallel narratives combined into one text that “are for the most 
part complementary.” See his chart, where he unravels the two versions within the larger 
corpus comprised of I Samuel 8 to II Samuel 1, in his David’s Secret Demons: Messiah, 
Murderer, Traitor, King (Grand Rapids, Mich.: W.B. Eerdman’s, 2001), pp. 277–279. 
See also McCarter’s “The Apology of David,” Journal of Biblical Literature 99 (1980), 
pp. 489–504, which focuses exclusively on the history of David’s rise and dates it as early 
as the reign of Saul himself, classifying it as royal propaganda that has precedents in a 
“Hittite tradition of apology literature.” My reading contests the narrative as an apol-
ogy. However, even if it is an apology, the text betrays, by its very need for an apology, 
those unseemly aspects of David’s rise that require an apology. 
 6 McCarter, I Samuel, p. 28.
 7 Sophisticated dating techniques have been developed by scholars such as Frank 
Polak, which employ linguistic criteria to distinguish between literary strata rooted in 
later scribal chancellery and those that originate in oral literature. According to Polak, the 
tales surrounding the rise of the monarchies of Saul and David comprise less complicated 
syntax and therefore reflect a text closer to the original spoken language. See his “The 
oral and the Written: Syntax, Stylistics and the Development of Biblical Prose Narrative,” 
Journal of the Ancient Near East Society 26 (1998), pp. 59–105. 
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author who employs various literary strategies—such as Leitwörter, key 
themes, literary allusions, and ironic narrative inversions of terms such 
as “hearing,” “seeing,” and “law,” among others—to produce a highly nu-
anced, critical account that refuses to lend any more credibility to David’s 
impending regime than it does to Saul’s current one. David’s rise in fact 
exacerbates what amounts to a narrative attack on the monarchy per se as 
a credible political option already mounted by Saul’s assumption of and 
tenure on the throne. It is an account so critical that it renders corrup-
tion while on the throne, such as that shown in the Bathsheba affair, a 
foregone conclusion. Both Saul, the failed monarch, and David, the suc-
cessor in waiting, personify an intricately constructed political equation 
between anarchy and monarchy.8  

From its very inception, the monarchy holds in store more of the an-
archy to which the Israelite polis was reduced at the end of the book of 
Judges. Rather than an antidote to the state’s near fatal malfunctioning, 
Saul and David are presented as anarchy incarnate. Viewed in this way, 
the historical account of the origins of the Israelite monarchy consti-
tutes the narrative subversion of the throne accomplished by its legislative 
counterpart in Deuteronomy. As Robert Cover has argued, law and nar-
rative form an integral whole, where “every prescription is insistent in 
its demand… to be supplied with history and destiny,” and alternative-
ly, “every narrative is insistent in its demand for its prescriptive point, 
its moral.” 9 Following Cover, I wish to offer another illustration of “the 
ways in which precepts and narratives operate together to ground mean-
ing.”10 The biblical narrative, in addition to its ethical, legal, and religious 
dimensions, also reveals itself importantly as a political document. If po-
litical Hebraism contemplates the contribution of Jewish sources to the 
development of political theory, then serious consideration must also be 
given to the literary and normative facets of the Hebrew Bible as well as 

 8 Even those who view the history of David’s rise as a vindication of his qualifica-
tions for the throne see glimpses here and there of the corruption that is to come while 
he is on the throne. See, for example, K.L. Noll, The Faces of David (Sheffield: Journal 
for the Study of the old testament Supplement Series 242, 1997), where it states that 
“even in this early stage of character positioning, the narrator provides some glimpses 
into the opaque person of David” (p. 52). For a good example of one episode sand-
wiched among others that reveals the David we will come to know in the Bathsheba 
scandal, see J.D. Levenson, “I Samuel 25 as Literature and History,” CBQ 40 (1978),  
pp. 11–28.
 9 “Nomos and Narrative,” in Martha Minow et al., eds., Narrative, Violence, and 
the Law: The Essays of Robert Cover (Ann Arbor, Mich.: university of Michigan Press, 
1992), pp. 95–172, at p. 96. See especially his biblical illustration of this principle on  
pp. 113–120. 
 10 Ibid., p. 113.
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early rabbinic and medieval Jewish perspectives as expositors of politi-
cal thought. As such, it is the finally redacted version that is crucial for 
understanding biblical literature as politics in the Jewish intellectual tra-
dition, since that is the version with which the entire history of rabbinic 
Judaism has wrestled. 

The term “legal consciousness” suggests subjective, popular notions 
of law, and its administration, application, and sanction. The Hebrew 
Bible’s book of Judges concludes with a political system that has pro-
foundly deteriorated to the point where this consciousness has in fact 
usurped positive law as the order of the day. Its final verse (Judges 21:25), 
“In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did as he pleased,”11 
sums up the prevalent consciousness in the final years of the Judges pe-
riod as “the way people conceive of the ‘natural’ and normal way of doing 
things, their habitual patterns of talk and action, and their common-
sense understanding of the world.”12 It depicts the reigning political and 
legal apparatus as a loose, anarchic, tribal federation, as opposed to the 
highly concentrated monarchy introduced in the subsequent narratives 
of the books of Samuel and Kings. A literal rendering of the verse cap-
tures the lack of any objective standards or rule of law by which people 
governed their actions—“every man acted in accordance with what was 
right in his own eyes”; that is, “right” (yashar) is determined on an in-
dividual, subjective basis.13 What follows is a narrative that begins with 
spousal betrayal and separation (Judges 19:2) and proceeds along a di-
rection of increasing moral degeneracy and violence that spirals out of 
mere inhospitality, culminating in rape and ethnic cleansing. one can 
chart the route of biblical Israel’s sharp decline into rampant lawlessness 
as follows:

Lack of hospitality (Judges 19:15); conspiracy to break and enter and 
homosexual rape (Judges 19:22); use of spouse, refugee, and children as 
human shields (Judges 19:25–26); gang rape (Judges 19:25); desecration 
of corpse, or worse, dismemberment of living person (Judges 19:29); civil 
war and genocidal mass murder of noncombatants in civil war (Judges 
21:11); forced marriages (Judges 21:14); kidnapping and more forced 

 11 All translations of the Hebrew Bible are taken from the Jewish Publication Society 
of America (Philadelphia, 1978), adapted by the present author where necessary to con-
vey the literal sense of a passage. 
 12 Sally E. Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even (Chicago: university of Chicago 
Press, 1990), p. 6.
 13 The moral dubiousness of this phrase has already been established by its use to 
describe Samson’s penchant for foreign women, notably those who belong to Israel’s 
most mortal enemy, the Philistines (Judges 14:3). 
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marriage (Judges 21:21–23). The turpitude of this last outrage is com-
pounded by the fact that its success depends on exploiting a religious rite 
celebrated by the prospective victims at Shiloh, the most sacred site then 
known to Israel.14 The narrative speaks for itself, portraying a society so 
morally bankrupt that the noblest enterprise of biblical Israel, devotion to 
God, amounts to little more than an opportunity for abuse of the weaker 
by the stronger.15 In this instance, vulnerability and victimization are al-
most synonymous with the female gender. 

Bracketed by the bleak and terse “In those days there was no king in 
Israel” (Judges 19:1, 21:25), the final horrific events of Judges appear to 
be the consequence of the absence of a king—the lawless chaos of a soci-
ety in desperate need of an alternative form of government. Furthermore, 
from 17:14 onward, Deuteronomy purports to mandate the institution of 
monarchy once the conquest and settlement of Canaan have been com-
pleted. Though monarchy is not unanimously understood as normative, 
most of the later major rabbinic decisors, including the twelfth-century 
jurist Moses Maimonides,16 accepted it as such. However, both Samuel, 
the then-current principal prophet, and God consider the popular em-
brace of the monarchy an affront to their authority and a rejection of 
their governance.17 Disapproval of the request for a king is expressed 
both subjectively by Samuel, “And the matter was wicked in the eyes of 
Samuel,” and objectively by God, “it is me they have rejected as their 
king” (I Samuel 8:6–7).18 

traditional Jewish exegetes, whose subscription to divine authorship 
ruled out the option of some modern, critical scholarship that ascribes 
the Deuteronomic law to a retroactive justification of a current institution 

 14 Shiloh is where Joshua sets up the tabernacle dedicated by Moses in the desert 
upon his successful incursion into Canaan (Joshua 18:1) and where sacrifices are 
brought and priests officiate prior to the construction of Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem 
(see I Samuel 1:3). 
 15 opportunistic manipulation of the cult is also identified with the same combined 
state of lack of a monarch and a subjective determination of “right” in 17:6. 
 16 See Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Kings 1:1; and Maimonides, Book of 
Commandments, positive mitzva 173. See also Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 20b; and 
Nahmanides’ commentary on Deuteronomy 17:14, where he accepts the imposition of 
a monarch as a command but with some reservations as to its precise formulation. 
 17 It must be noted that the old testament does not present a uniform view of 
human kingship. Depending on the passage or book, it can range from adopting pa-
gan ideologies of divine kingship to that reflected in this passage of Samuel, which 
“represents an extreme trend in Israel that saw human kingship in its essence as an 
invalidation of the religion of Israel.” See Israel Knohl’s discussion in his The Divine 
Symphony: The Bible’s Many Voices (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 
2003), pp. 87–99, at p. 98.
 18 The JPS translates I Samuel 8:6 as “Samuel was displeased.”
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by a later hand,19 were challenged by this glaring inconsistency between 
prophetic narrative and divine law.20 However uncritical, ahistorical, and 
confessional their approaches may be, their interpretations are worth 
considering for their often profound political, legal, and psychological 
insights. to mention but one solution: Maimonides suggests that it was 
not the request per se but its manner and motivation that were troubling. 
The problem was not political or legal, but a matter of religious ethics, 
“for they asked in a challenging manner, not in order to fulfill a com-
mandment, but because they rejected Samuel the prophet, as it says, ‘for 
it is not you whom they have despised but me they have despised.’”21 The 
issue was not their personal rejection of Samuel, but rather the rupture 
they introduced between government and prophecy—in other words, be-
tween politics and God.22

 19 See, for instance, Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School, which 
considers Deuteronomy to be the product of the latter half of the seventh century B.C.E. 
See in particular pp. 4–5 regarding the terminology of the king’s law in Deuteronomy 
17. For a summary of the various positions on the dating of this passage, see Joshua 
Berman, “Constitution, Class, and the Book of Deuteronomy,” Hebraic Political Studies 
1:5 (2006), pp. 523–548, at pp. 523–524. However, Baruch Halpern cites a long list of ar-
guments against the attribution of Deuteronomy 17:14–20 to a Josianic Deuteronomist 
and in favor of early provenance, which ties it to the inception of the monarchy in I 
Samuel 8. See his Constitution of Monarchy, pp. 227–235.
 20 For an ingenious reading that resolves any inconsistency between Deuteronomy’s 
apparent mandating of choosing a king and I Samuel 8, which portrays such a request 
as a rejection of God, see Miscall, I Samuel, pp. 48–49, which considers the referent of 
I Samuel 8:7 not to be the request for a king but rather to be “consistent abandonment 
of him to serve other gods.” By doing so, God in effect chides Samuel for his disgust 
with the people by analogy to himself. The message of verse 8:7 directed at Samuel is 
“As the people have abandoned him to serve other gods, they are abandoning Samuel 
to serve another leader; as the Lord still continues with the people, so should Samuel.” 
 21 Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Kings 1:2, citing I Samuel 8:7.  See also Louis 
Finkelstein, Sifre on Deuteronomy (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 
1969), sec. 156; Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 20b; Talmud Yerushalmi, Sanhedrin 4:5. 
The harshly negative reaction of Samuel, and of God, to a request explicitly mandated 
by the torah was a source of endless consternation for rabbinic exegetes throughout the 
ages. For but one example of a medieval disagreement with Maimonides’ resolution, see 
Menahem ben Solomon Meiri, Novellae on Babylonian Talmud (Zichron Ya’akov: Yad 
Hamerkaz Lehinuch torani, 1978), Horayot 11a, p. 300. [Hebrew] Nahmanides adopts 
an argument similar to that of Maimonides in his comments on Genesis 49:10 and 
Deuteronomy 17:14. He views the Deuteronomic command as both prescriptive and 
descriptive; the phrase “like all the nations around me” is not integral to the command 
to appoint a king, but rather predicts how the request was actually formulated. 
 22 Even though one cannot speak about a meaningful division between “religious” 
and “secular” spheres in the ancient Near East, “a separation of state and religion is im-
plied by the existence of a hereditary priesthood and a charismatic prophecy next to, 
and sometimes in opposition to, the king of Israel.” See Ze’ev Falk, “Religion and State 
in Ancient Israel,” in H.G. Reventlow et al., eds., Politics and Theopolitics in the Bible 
and Postbiblical Literature (Sheffield: Journal for the Study of the old testament Press, 
1994), pp. 49–54, at p. 50. In the Middle Ages, Maimonides disdained contemporary 
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A number of voices in the classical rabbinic literature, however, do 
not read Deuteronomy 17 prescriptively, but rather view it descriptively, 
as forecasting what in fact was to transpire during Samuel’s tenure. one 
such opinion bears scrutiny, for it asks us to read the prophetic nar-
rative in light of alternative legal consciousnesses. R. Eliezer taught as 
follows:

“The elders of that generation properly requested [a king], as it is writ-
ten, ‘Give us a king to judge us’ (I Samuel 8:6); yet the masses among 
them acted reprehensibly, as it is written, ‘So we may be like all other 
nations: Let our king judge us and go out ahead of us and fight our bat-
tles’ (I Samuel 8:20).”23 

This school of thought considers the monarchist lobby to have been 
conducted by two very different sectors of the population, one consist-
ing of the intellectual elite (elders) and the other of the public at large. 
Considering that the role of “elders” in ancient Israel was to be the sole 
body that “maintained the legal tradition,” and that they were involved 
in litigation, resolution of disputes, and implementation of judgments,24 
the distinction between the two groups is one between the legal profes-
sion and the lay public. Common to both is the function they wish the 
king to assume, expressed by the same Hebrew word meaning “judge us.” 
However, though the term is identical, its precise scope varies accord-
ing to the group articulating it. The old testament verb “judge” (shafat) 
conveys a much wider range of meaning than its modern sense of legal 
adjudication and connotes activities that would fall under the rubric of 
“ruling.”25 It is the flexibility of this term that allows R. Eliezer to attribute 
different motivations, one proper and the other not, to each group. The 
identical use of the term, though, may also indicate very different percep-
tions of what constitutes law and adjudication.

the elders simply request a king “to judge us like all other nations.” 
to illustrate their approach, R. Eliezer curiously chooses Samuel’s para-
phrase of that request to God, “Give us a king to judge us,” rather than a 

religious leaders who had become corrupted by power due to the politicization of their 
positions. In his letter to his student Joseph, he states: “[W]hen religion is joined to [po-
litical] authority, piety disappears.” Raymond Weiss, ed., Ethical Writings of Maimonides 
(New York: Dover, 1975), p. 120.
 23 Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 20b.
 24 H. Reviv, The Elders in Ancient Israel (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1989), pp. 66–68.
 25 See R.G. Boling, The Anchor Bible: Judges (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 
1970), p. 5. For a different opinion, which sees the term in a much more restricted 
judicial sense, see D. McKenzie, “The Judge of Israel,” Vetus Testamentum 17 (1967),  
pp. 118–121. See also Levinson’s discussion of the king’s role as a judicial authority in 
his Deuteronomy and the Hermeneutics, pp. 139–143.
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direct quote.26 By omitting the analogy to other nations, Samuel’s under-
standing of their request removes any negative connotations that phrase 
may have and reduces it to the desire for another organ of govern-
ment—in this case, the monarch—to function in a juridical capacity.27 
the people, on the other hand, define the phrase “judging like all other 
nations” as taking charge of military matters and the power to wage war 
(“go out ahead of us and fight our battles”). the elders, in their capacity 
as professional adjudicators, are interested solely in what they perceive 
as the ideal administration of justice, while the people view law merely 
as a function of power—a kind of “might makes right” theory of justice. 
the former’s concern is reflected in the rationale they provide for their 
demand:

1. “For you are old”—they are worried about succession. 
2. “Your sons have not followed your ways”—corruption and nepo-

tism has undermined the administration of justice.
Samuel’s children, who have committed the cardinal judicial offense 

of taking bribes, prompt the latter concern: “they were bent on gain, 
they accepted bribes and they subverted justice” (I Samuel 8:3).28 

Samuel devises his response, delineating the “justice of the king” to 
meet the people’s exclusive focus on power and utter disregard for the 
workings of the judiciary. This “law” consists of a litany of unrestricted 
and arbitrary powers afforded the king to expropriate, tax, and conscript, 
ultimately condemning the populace to abject serfdom—“and you will be-
come his slaves” (I Samuel 8:17). The narrative’s near obsession with the 
term “judge”—its root is repeated nine times in I Samuel 7:15–8:2029—in-
dicates that the future of Israelite rule of law more broadly is at stake. The 
sequence of events unfolds between alternating implementations and per-
ceptions of justice: Samuel judges, his sons judge, the elders want them 
replaced with a supreme arbiter of justice, and the people identify justice 
with imperial design. 

 26 R. Eliezer’s strategy of selecting Samuel’s restatement rather than the elder’s ex-
act formulation might be to convey disapproval of his displeasure with their demand. 
If the demand as understood by Samuel is proper, then his unfavorable response is 
unwarranted.
 27 See, for instance, Psalms 72:2, which pleads with God to grant a king who will 
judge justly; M. Weinfeld, Social Justice in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East 
(Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1995), pp. 45–56. 
 28 The language used for Samuel’s sons’ corruption is a direct allusion and affront 
to the ideal judge as defined by Deuteronomy 16:18–20, which considers graft (shohad) 
the primary cause of miscarriage of justice. See also Levinson’s discussion, Deuteronomy 
and the Hermeneutics, p. 139. 
 29 See Miscall, I Samuel, pp. 42–43.
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The literary structure and phrasing of the Saul-David narratives com-
municate that what the people receive in the character of Saul is simply 
a concentrated personification of the popular consciousness extant at the 
close of the book of Judges, “every man acted in accordance with what 
was right in his own eyes.”30 From the moment Saul enters the scene, his 
biography amounts to an unrelenting assault on both the viability of a 
society grounded in this consciousness and the legitimacy of a monarch 
as the alternative. Perhaps God chose just such a candidate for the throne 
as a retributive response to the people’s “rejection.” 

The Hebrew root for the word “see” is a Leitwört incorporated into 
the enthronement narrative to depict a world where perception and ap-
pearance yield nothing but illusion. Saul’s height is the sole feature by 
which he is introduced—“taller from the shoulders up than everyone” 
(I Samuel 9:2)—and by implication, he is notably visible to others while 
able himself to see beyond what others can. Yet he is stymied in his very 
first mission, to recover his father’s stray asses, by their virtual disap-
pearance: “…he crossed the district of Shalishah, but they did not find 
them. They passed through the district of Shaalim, but they were not 
there. They traversed the territory of Benjamin, and still they did not find 
them” (I Samuel 9:4). God sees his nation in trouble (I Samuel 9:16), and 
Samuel the seer (I Samuel 9:9) sees Saul, who in turn cannot identify the 
seer, the very one he asks as to the seer’s whereabouts. Saul literally can-
not make out what is directly in front of him (I Samuel 9:18–19).31 

once lots are cast singling out Saul as God’s elect, he, like his family’s 
asses previously, is nowhere to be found. He has disappeared, despite his 
prominent physical stature, “hiding among the baggage” (I Samuel 10:22). 

 30 As Joel Rosenberg points out, “Saul’s kingship is but an extension of the idioms 
of judgeship… he never fully rises above the haphazard and ad hoc conditions of char-
ismatic leadership,” in Alter and Kermode, Literary Guide, p. 128. 
 31 Although I agree with the basic thesis proposed by Marsha White that the inau-
guration of Saul contained in I Samuel 1–14 consists of a “fixed document” from which 
a “highly nuanced account emerges that coheres and moves logically from segment to 
segment,” my interpretation of these scenes is vigorously at odds with her characteriza-
tion of the story as “pro-Saul” and an “apologia for Saul’s kingship.” This scene of the 
stray asses is but one example of our opposing readings. Where White sees that these 
lost beasts of burden “providentially [lead] him to the priest and prophet Samuel,” I see 
the repeated failure to find and see an indication of meager talent and a strike against 
the quality of his candidacy for the throne. See her “History of Saul’s Rise: Saulide State 
Propaganda in I Samuel 1–14,” in S. olyan and R. Culley, eds., A Wise and Discerning 
Mind: Essays in Honor of Burke O. Long (Providence: Brown Judaic Studies 325, 2000), 
pp. 271–292, esp. 273–274 and 285–286. My engagement with White here parallels my 
partial agreement and disagreement with McCarter related to the history of David’s rise. 
Like the HDR, White posits a unified HSR (history of Saul’s rise), with which I agree, 
and, parallel to the HDR’s approval of David, she considers HSR as pro-Saul, with which 
I take issue. 
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Anti-Saul grumbling has already begun, to which Saul remains oblivious, 
“and he made himself silent” (I Samuel 10:27). Saul has failed to see, the 
people cannot see him, and he is mute. The very first crisis Saul’s reign faces 
is an invader’s threat to blind the right eyes of the inhabitants of an entire 
village (I Samuel 11:2).32 If the “eyes,” or legal consciousness, at the conclu-
sion of Judges were in desperate need of alteration, then the subsequent 
narrative’s weave of variations on sightlessness would indicate the increas-
ingly distorted rather than corrected nature of that consciousness.33

Saul’s dismal performance at his launch portends a far worse career 
that is marked by what many scholars have taken to be various shades of 
mental illness.34 His erratic behavior throughout his reign personifies the 
popular legal consciousness prior to his coronation: chaotic tribalism, or 
a kind of institutionalized anarchy. For the purposes of this discussion, 
I will mention only briefly those obvious instances of manic depres-
sion and schizophrenia evidenced by the biblical locution “evil spirit” 
(I Samuel 16:14, 18:10), climaxing in an extreme paranoiac episode where 
Saul strips naked and lapses into an ecstatic trance for an entire night (I 
Samuel 19:24). Saul’s psychosis casts him as the living embodiment of a 
consciousness that recognizes no rule of law, acting impulsively as the 
moment dictates without any apparent awareness of previous attitudes 
or positions. He can be intimately familiar with David at one instant and 
inquire as to his identity the next (see I Samuel 16:21 and 17:55)35 and in-
tend to skewer David to a wall and then appoint him commander in chief 
of Saul’s troops (see I Samuel 18:11 and 18:13).36 He can murderously 

 32 An opinion in the talmud sees the crisis as a punitive consequence of Saul’s ina-
bility to exercise leadership and quell the rumblings against his authority. See Babylonian 
Talmud, Yoma 22b. 
 33 For the recurrent pattern of sight imagery and blindness thematically constructed 
by the Deuteronomist as “a corollary of wickedness” in the Saul narrative, see David 
Damrosch, The Narrative Covenant: Transformations of Genre in the Growth of Biblical 
Literature (Ithaca: Cornell university Press, 1987), pp. 228–233.
 34 The literature on this subject is vast, but for one example, see Herman van Praag, 
“The Downfall of King Saul: The Neurobiological Consequences of Losing Hope,” 
Judaism 35:4 (1986), pp. 414–428. 
 35 Although there is a scholarly consensus that chapters 16 and 17 represent two 
opposing traditions on David’s introduction to Saul, Robert Alter accounts for the final 
redaction of both side by side as a foreshadowing of David’s complex character, which 
the reader will confront in the coming narratives. taken as a whole, they reveal a multi-
dimensional, often contradictory personality.  
 36 Saul’s madness introduces another dimension in which the conflict between him 
and David plays itself out. As Zev Wiseman states, “The confrontation between Saul and 
David has shifted from the overt real and rational sphere to the hidden psychopatho-
logical and chaotic sphere evinced in Saul’s madness.” Zev Wiseman, Political Satire in 
the Bible (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1998), p. 54.
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pursue David, then express a filial love for him and abjectly concede his 
dynasty to him (I Samuel 24:17–23). 

Equally important are the two versions of the events that explicitly 
warrant Saul’s loss of monarchy. Though both attribute entirely differ-
ent offenses to Saul, their common features render his disqualification 
from office inevitable. In I Samuel 13, Saul, about to confront the enemy 
in battle, is prohibited by Samuel from bringing sacrifices until his re-
turn. Samuel’s failure to appear at the appointed time places Saul under 
extreme pressure to proceed without him, and, faced with a daunting 
enemy, military unrest, and mass desertion, Saul preempts Samuel with 
sacrificial offerings. When an angry Samuel demands Saul’s rationale for 
disobedience, Saul reiterates the precariousness of the situation and dis-
closes an internal psychological struggle, claiming, “I forced myself to 
present the burnt offering” (I Samuel 13:12). In chapter 15, Saul spares 
the Amalekite king as well as some livestock, in direct contravention of 
Samuel’s strict instructions prohibiting such customary dealings with the 
spoils of war in the battle against Amalek. Here again it is Saul’s justifi-
cation of his defiance that is critical—“for the troops spared the choicest 
of the sheep and oxen for sacrificing to the Lord your God” (I Samuel 
15:15), and then again, “and the troops took from the spoil some sheep 
and oxen—the best of what had been proscribed—to sacrifice to the Lord 
your God” (I Samuel 15:21). 

Both incidents share two common motifs. one is sacrifice, the most 
ubiquitous form of religious service in the ancient Near East, which, in 
Saul’s manipulative hands, serves to substantiate the original divine reac-
tion to the monarchy as a breach between religion and politics.37 In the 
former case, Saul the regent offers sacrifices in the glaringly apparent ab-
sence of Samuel the judge/prophet/seer. Politics has divorced itself from 
religion in the service of imperial interest—maintaining the military’s 
allegiance so that Saul retains the reins of power.38 In the latter, spoils 
of war are taken, ostensibly, in Saul’s disingenuous rationalization, for 

 37 I concur with L. Daniel Hawk, “Saul as Sacrifice: The tragedy of Israel’s First 
Monarch,” Bible Review 12:6 (1996), pp. 20–25, 56, that sacrifice is a central leitmotif 
that permeates the entire Saul narrative, but not with his interpretation of its signifi-
cance, which is to transform Saul into a sacrificial figure “to appease Yahweh’s anger 
over the people’s demands and thus to make possible Israel’s transformation from con-
federacy to monarchy” (p. 22). to the contrary, my thesis is that both Saul and David 
constitute living arguments against the political institution of the monarchy.
 38 My argument here in part accords with James G. Williams’ incisive analysis, 
which associates Saul’s mishandling of sacrifices with his role as a scapegoat, though 
from a different perspective. Pertinent to my claim here that Saul personifies the an-
archy at the conclusion of Judges is his assertion that “The king is the sacrifice if he 
cannot handle the processes of exchange and substitution which prevent a reversion to 
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cultic offerings, when the very God for whose benefit those offerings are 
intended proscribed their use for any purpose. once again, Saul’s excuse 
amounts to an incriminating admission to God’s original fears about the 
monarchy—he has exploited an expression of religious devotion to pre-
serve his own position. In effect, he has replaced God with himself as the 
ultimate object of sacral worship.39 

The other common aspect, and more damning of Saul’s leadership 
capabilities, is that both concocted excuses amount to self-confessed ab-
dications of the throne. In the first instance, Saul claims that he forced 
himself (v’etapek) to concede to the will of the people. The precise meaning 
of the rare biblical term here is that Saul is claiming to have suppressed 
his own will and inclinations in deference to those of his constituency.40 
other than expressions of divine conduct, this term appears in relation 
to only two other biblical personalities, Joseph and Haman, both vice 
regents representing the full power of the monarch. In Joseph’s case, he 
has attained a position in the royal court that is second only to Pharaoh. 
The term conveys a moment of supreme self-restraint, where his urge to 
reveal his true identity to his brothers (who do not recognize him after 
a lengthy absence) is suppressed, possibly to further torment his broth-
ers (Genesis 43:31).41 In the case of Haman, who has also aspired to a 
position similar to that of Joseph, the term expresses the withholding 
of any retaliation for insolence on the part of Mordecai, another mem-
ber of the royal court, who does not rise or bow in his presence (Esther 
5:10). In the former example, Joseph maintains and wields power but in-
cognito, masking his identity. In the latter, Haman is fully recognizable 
but powerless to act against sedition that would undermine that recog-
nition. With Saul, the term may import both senses—powerlessness and 
lack of identity. Whereas Joseph’s and Haman’s acts of self-restraint entail 
merely an abstention from acting in accordance with their internal will, 

chaos, and this is the fate of King Saul.” See Williams, “Sacrifice and the Beginning of 
Kingship,” Semeia 67 (1994), pp. 73–92, at p. 89. 
 39 Saul’s role in both these episodes as a facilitator of sacrifices achieves much more 
than depicting him as a cultic bungler. It is not simply a matter, as Cristiano Grottanelli 
argues, that Saul, “as opposed to a priest who is schooled in sacred things… reveals 
himself to be absurdly ignorant,” but that his “religious” gesture is moved by self-preser-
vation, and therefore the offering is directed ultimately to himself rather than God. See 
Grottanelli, Kings and Prophets: Monarchic Power, Inspired Leadership, and Sacred Text 
in Biblical Literature (New York: oxford university Press, 1999), pp. 96–97. 
 40 The Brown, Driver, Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament 
renders the Hebrew root alef, peh, kuf as “compel oneself ” or “restrain oneself.”
 41 The term appears once again in the Joseph narrative (Genesis 45:1), in the same 
sense of signaling the end of Joseph’s act, when he no longer could contain himself and 
continue suppressing his identity.
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Saul’s response led to flagrant sacriligious action. In his desperate resort 
to sacrifice, he has externalized his internal containment of identity by 
assuming another’s role—that other in this case being Samuel. He has 
effectively disappeared as king and replaced himself with the previous re-
gime of judge and prophet. Saul, who represents the new political regime, 
has cancelled himself out in favor of the previous political order.

The other test of leadership that Saul fails miserably arises out of a 
divinely mandated assault on Amalek, Israel’s perennial mortal enemy. 
Amalek is an especially suggestive symbol to incorporate into a narra-
tive about the splintering of political and religious consciousness the 
monarchy represents. No other battle in the Hebrew Bible is depicted 
so starkly as being conducted along two distinct fronts as the original 
one between them and the desert-wandering Israelites of the Egyptian 
exodus. Joshua spearheads the military charge against the enemy, while 
Moses stands at a distance, managing the conflict on a metaphysical 
plane (Exodus 17:8–13). The rise and fall of Moses’ arms toward God 
determines the outcome of the war. The two fronts, however, operate 
in tandem, one mirroring the other. There could be no better narra-
tive vehicle than a war with Amalek to underscore the failings of the 
monarchy, which stands for the rupture between the political and re-
ligious spheres, a kind of separation of powers. Saul also defends his 
return with the spoils of Amalek by an accession to the people’s will to 
sacrifice. This time, however, Saul depicts it as their initiative. Not only 
has he admitted to relinquishing his authority to the people, but he has 
cast them in the same mold as himself. They have committed the same 
offense he previously committed—offering divinely proscribed sacri-
fices. Saul has both failed to lead and set a standard of disobedience 
for the people to follow. 

The recurrence of the term for “hearing/obedience” and “sounds” 
throughout the exchange between Saul and Samuel patterns a course of 
increasing decay in popular legal consciousness. Samuel instigates the 
battle against Amalek with the exhortation to “listen to the sound of 
the words of God” (I Samuel 15:1). Saul calls up the reserves by literally 
“making them hear” (I Samuel 15:4). After victory, Samuel’s first accu-
satory query of Saul is “What is the sound of sheep in my ears and the 
sound of oxen that I hear?” (I Samuel 15:14). Samuel berates him with 
another sense of “hear,” to “obey,” with an angry “Why did you not obey 
(hear) the sound of God?” (I Samuel 15:19). Saul protests, “but I did obey 
(hear) the sound of God” (I Samuel 15:20), abdicating responsibility and 
then quickly passing the buck to his troops. Samuel then offers a theolog-
ical desideratum revolving around hearing and sounds that rejects a cult 
of placating God by sacrificial offerings in favor of “listening to the sound 
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of God; behold, listening is better than sacrifice” (I Samuel 15:22). Saul 
then admits personal culpability but only in listening to the people—“for 
I feared the people and I listened to their sounds” (I Samuel 15:24). A 
battle launched by a rallying call to “listen to the sound of God” perverse-
ly unfolds as one driven by a “listening to the sound of the people.”

The narrative has captured a continuity of consciousness between the 
pre-monarchic and monarchic regimes where, despite the introduction 
of a new political authority, no such authority is acknowledged, neither 
from the people below nor from Saul, the very seat of authority itself, 
above. If we follow the logic of the interplay between hearing, obedience, 
voice, and sounds, the people and Saul have declined much further than 
merely replacing God’s voice with their own as their supreme organ of 
legislation.42 ultimately, the voice of animals determines their course of 
action. Saul has listened to the people’s voice, which, in turn, has been 
swayed by the voice/sound of sheep and cattle. The system has collapsed 
to the point where human consciousness is not merely warped, but non-
existent. The anarchy prevalent at the end of Judges can only deteriorate 
further if not remedied. Saul is merely a projection of that prevailing 
consciousness, which regresses into an animal-like awareness devoid of 
any cognitive abilities. Saul has relinquished his imperial command to the 
people, who, in turn, allow the bleating of sheep to drown out the voice of 
God. In contemporary terms, there is no ruler, nor is there a rule of law 
by which the state or individuals can order their affairs. A motif of sen-
sual disablement, particularly the two senses instrumental in cognition 
and the formulation of consciousness, permeates the narrative of Saul’s 
demise. The previous motif of sightlessness that ironically reflected the 
vision of anarchic “eyes” is now followed by a trope of hearing loss, or 
listening to the wrong voices.

When we move from Saul to his looming successor and pretender 
to the throne, we are no further along the legal continuum from chaos 
to order. David also exhibits signs of madness, although in his case it 
is feigned. While David, as opposed to Saul, remains in control of his 
faculties, the question remains as to the purpose for which he pretends 
insanity. At first blush, David’s sudden calculated display of lunacy may 
be one more bit of evidence vindicating Saul’s disqualification from gov-
erning and his replacement by David. Saul cannot even control his own 

 42 Meir Sternberg points out the dramatic effect of hearing in this narrative, “whose 
sense extends from hearing to obedience, resonates more than any other throughout 
the structure of repetition.…” Though he emphasizes the contrasting interplay between 
vox dei and vox populi, I have stressed the collapse of both into a vox animalis. See his 
The Poetics of Biblical Narrative (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana university Press, 1987),  
p. 513.
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behavior, let alone the affairs of state, while David’s staged madness is 
both shrewd and deliberate. However, this reading merely accentuates the 
dismal prospects David, as Saul’s alternative, holds out for Israel when 
one considers the ultimate purpose of David’s performance—seeking 
sanctuary with Israel’s most menacing enemy, the Philistines, and de-
fection to its camp. In other words, though David is in control and Saul 
has lost his grip, David poses a far greater threat to Israel’s political in-
tegrity.43 The bleak prospect of his impending coup is particularly ironic 
in light of Israel’s motivating desire for a king to “judge us and go out 
ahead of us and fight our battles” (I Samuel 8:20). David’s madness cha-
rade, in the interest of self-preservation, vitiates the very raison d’être of 
the royal office—to wage war against the enemy at the head of his troops. 
His depiction here is one not just of retreating or surrendering, but also 
of collaborating with the enemy.44 

Just as Saul became a living incarnation of the anarchy he was anoint-
ed to remedy, so David, his apparent legitimate successor, is even more 
starkly portrayed as anarchy personified. to begin with, his followers 
are pointedly described as “everyone who was in straits and everyone 
who was in debt and everyone who was desperate” (I Samuel 22:2). 
they are a band of brigands whose essential trait is an unwillingness to 
meet social and legal obligations.45 their escape from the polis signifies 
a disintegration of law, trading membership in an organized political 
framework for banditry.46 

 43 As Robert Polzin points out, although David has duped the Philistine king, the 
reader is left wondering whether David can be duplicitous in his dealings with his 
own compatriots when self-interest demands it. Polzin’s comment on this narrative 
applies equally throughout the life of David: “However successfully David is shown 
escaping the clutches of Saul, he cannot escape the scrutiny of the reader. The story of 
David’s rise to power is contrived as much against him as for him.” Polzin, Samuel and 
the Deuteronomist: A Literary Study of the Deuteronomic History, Part Two: I Samuel 
(Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana university Press, 1989), p. 217. 
 44 Baruch Halpern builds a convincing case, based on a combination of incisive 
literary analysis and archaeological evidence, that “all signs thus point to a long and sin-
cere Davidic commitment to the Philistines of Gath.” Halpern, David’s Secret Demons, 
pp. 287–294. The titles of his book and chapters such as “King David: Serial Killer” speak 
for themselves as to where Halpern stands in his assessment of David’s character. 
 45 McCarter interprets this narrative detail as one more vindication of David’s suc-
cession, since it reflects a phenomenon where during times of civil insecurity leaders of 
marauding gangs could offer attractive prospects for leadership. Although I believe this 
reading casts aspersions on David’s succession, the historicity of the account is supported 
by the fact that “Such groups, representing a chronic annoyance or threat to established 
authorities, lived on the fringes of society throughout the Middle and Late Bronze Ages.” 
See his “The Historical David,” Interpretation 40 (1986), pp. 117–129, at pp. 121–122. 
 46 once again, this detail indicates an early date for composition according to 
Halpern. As he states, David “[l]ed a gang of cutthroats in the sparsely-inhabited hill 
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The narrative deepens the reader’s suspicion of David as the right man 
to rehabilitate the monarchy with an ironic use of the term “law” or “cus-
tom” (mishpat)47 to characterize two of his decisive courses of action. 
one is his wholesale slaughter of entire foreign towns—“he would leave 
no man or woman alive to be brought to Gath”—for he thought, “They 
might tell about us: David did this.” Such was his practice (mishpato) 
as long as he stayed in the territory of the Philistines (I Samuel 27:11). 
While under the protection of Achish, the Philistine king, David would 
attack non-Israelite villages, ransack them, return with spoils to Achish, 
and inform the king that he had in fact plundered Israelite territories. 
David’s ostensibly treasonous conduct against his own people earns him 
the confidence of Achish. The king thereby assumes that by turning his 
back on his own people, David has permanently indentured himself to 
him: “he has become repugnant48 to his own people Israel, and so he 
will be my vassal (eved) forever” (I Samuel 27:12). The reader’s previous 
encounter with mishpat is the mishpat of the king,49 which granted him 
unlimited powers to subject his people to virtual serfdom—“and you will 
become his slaves (avadim)” (I Samuel 8:17). David’s law here negates the 
law of the king, the legal authority to enslave, by reducing himself to a 
slave.50 In other words, the law to which the people previously assented 

country and steppe of Judah. This tradition must have arisen no later than the ninth 
century, for no denizen of the much more densely settled eighth- or seventh-century 
countryside of Judah would imagine such successful freebooting there.” Halpern, David’s 
Secret Demons, pp. 286–287. 

 47 Although the term mishpat has a wide range of meanings in the old testament, 
its predominant sense is legal, as Halpern has shown in his analysis of this term in 
Constitution of Monarchy, pp. 224ff.
 48 There is likely an ironic use of the term “repugnant,” ba’ash, here. It appears only 
once previously in the Saul narrative, when Saul deals a powerful military blow to the 
Philistines, eliciting the very same reaction of repugnance from them—“and Israel has 
become repugnant to the Philistines” (I Samuel 13:4). David’s actions here constitute an 
ironic reversal of that previous incident: David, an Israelite, soon to be king, has pre-
tended to be repugnant to Israel, thereby endearing himself to the Philistines. 
 49 I Samuel 8:9, 8:11; 10:25.
 50 Although one can argue that this is all just a wily ruse by David demonstrat-
ing his skillful outwitting of the enemy, the particular shape this takes in the world 
of appearances conveys a powerful “reality.” The fact that David depends on Achish’s 
goodwill, pays him protection money (booty from raids), and needs to resort to such 
a ruse also indicates David’s attornment to Achish’s authority. Deceptive or not, David 
has chosen a strategy that invites a perception of him as a slave and assumedly also his 
being treated as one. I would therefore disagree with David Gunn’s assessment of Achish 
as a dupe who “not only [thinks] that David is out fighting Philistia’s enemies; he also 
makes Nabal’s mistake, thinking he will be my servant forever. As we know only too well, 
David is no man’s ‘servant.’” Gunn, The Fate of King Saul: An Interpretation of a Biblical 
Story (Sheffield: Journal for the Study of the old testament Press, 1980), p. 107.
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has subverted itself in the person of David, portending a reign of law-
lessness. Compounding the tenuousness of law that David represents is 
the kind of law he subscribes to—the indiscriminate slaughter of men, 
women, and children. David’s law is much more than mere self-serving 
brutality. Not only has it relegated him to the status of slave, thus vitiat-
ing the law of the king, but it also symbolizes a sovereign who lacks any 
constituency over which he can assert his sovereignty.51 David’s law im-
poses depopulation, precluding any possibility of citizenry.

The narrative deepens the personification of the anarchy and legal 
consciousness extant in Israel at the conclusion of the book of Judges by 
actually identifying perceptions of David with the very same locution 
descriptive of that anarchic state of affairs. When the Philistines prepare 
for a major military offensive against Israel, the chiefs of staff question 
Achish’s enlistment of David to join in the campaign against his own 
compatriots. Achish acquiesces to their concerns, but when excluding 
David from military service on this occasion, he assures David that his 
personal faith in David’s allegiance never wavered, for “As the Lord lives, 
you are right and good in my eyes” (yashar ata v’tov b’einai),52 “and I 
would like to have you go out and come in with me” (i.e., be my comrade 
in arms; I Samuel 29:6). Achish perceives David in the very same terms, 
“right in my eyes,” that captured the chaos at the end of Judges. Ironically, 
for Achish, this is an expression of supreme confidence in David’s loy-
alty to act in consonance with Philistine interests. However, what serves 
Achish’s interests is anathema to the interests of Israel. Thus, from Israel’s 
perspective, the phrase conveys the precise sense of chaos and impend-
ing devastation it did in Judges. David’s fealty and collaboration with the 
Philistines spells disaster for Israel.53 

 51 My reading here is consistent with a guarded suspicion regarding David’s mo-
tives and actions. See, for instance, David Jobling’s analysis of chapter 27 in his Berit 
Olam: Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry—I Samuel (Minneapolis: Liturgical 
Press, 1998), pp. 234–241, which argues that “the text works to repress a story in which 
David intends, at least from I Samuel 27:1, to switch his allegiance permanently to the 
Philistines” (p. 234). The reference to I Samuel 27:1 is the linchpin of Jobling’s argument. 
It presents David’s internal monologue that discloses his genuine intentions. 
 52 Both JPS and the Anchor Bible translate this phrase as “honest.” Alter renders it 
“upright.”
 53 The phrase “right in one’s eyes” is even richer in ironic allusions. When Saul is 
informed of his daughter Michal’s love for David, the phrase “and the matter was right 
in his eyes” (I Samuel 18:21) captures Saul’s assessment of the situation. However, the 
sense of Saul’s perception is immediately defined by what he is inspired to do, which is 
disclosed in the very next verse—Saul thought: I will give her to him, and she can serve 
as a snare for him, so that the Philistines may kill him. What is right for Saul is the op-
portunity his daughter’s romance provides to defeat his rival, David. That right translates 
here into dooming David at the hands of the Philistines, while Achish’s right expresses 
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Especially ominous for Israel is the practical consequence of Achish’s 
favorable perception of David. Because of its being right in his eyes, 
Achish would have favored David with military leadership, idiomatically 
expressed by the phrase “go out and come in with me.” As seen earlier, 
military stewardship accounts for the very origins of kingship in Israel, 
rooted as it was in the people’s longing for a champion who would “go 
out ahead of us and fight our battles” (I Samuel 8:20). Saul appointed 
David to assume this very role of the commander who would “go out 
and come in ahead of the nation” (I Samuel 18:13) and whose mandate 
was so successfully accomplished as to earn David the love of the people, 
“for he would go out and come in at their head” (I Samuel 18:16).54 The 
Philistine king’s appropriation of the very same phrase identifying David 
as the ideal candidate to head his military complex compounds the ironic 
effect achieved by David’s law. David has virtually cancelled himself out. 
Both the law of the king and his very raison d’être have been undermined 
in the person of David, transforming him into a living disavowal of the 
virtues of kingship over anarchy.55

The next occasion where David institutes a law cements his literary 
portrait as one who promotes lawlessness rather than a coherent legal 
regime. While Saul and Israel battle the Philistines, David is off on the 
sidelines waging his own private war with Amalek.56 After successfully 

Philistine confidence that David will help doom Saul. In the very same narrative, David’s 
perspective on being offered Saul’s daughter’s hand in marriage is likewise described as 
“and the matter was right in the eyes of David to marry into the king’s family” (I Samuel 
18:26). That right also translates into an opportunity for David to gain even greater pop-
ularity by slaughtering a large number of Philistines. As a result, Saul “grew still more 
afraid” and David’s “reputation soared” (I Samuel 18:29–30). Ironically, the right that 
materializes in this incident is consistent with Achish’s right—the downfall of Saul. At 
the same time, Achish’s right resonates with David’s previous right, which also entailed 
the slaughter of large numbers of Philistines. While convinced of David’s loyalty, Achish 
may also be foreshadowing his own demise.  
 54 David earns the people’s “love” assumedly because he has conformed with their 
original vision of a king who would primarily take charge of military campaigns. Love 
here connotes more of a political commitment to David’s authority. See J.A. Thompson, 
“The Significance of the Verb Love in the David-Jonathan Narratives in I Samuel,” Vetus 
Testamentum 24 (1974), pp. 34–38. 
 55 My negative reading of the narratives dealing with David’s time spent in the 
Philistine camp opposes those of scholars such as Niels P. Lemche, who take it as a de-
fense of David’s apparent treason. In my view, it is a subtle but sustained critique of David, 
as opposed to Lemche’s conclusion that “[t]he whole section dealing with David’s service 
to the Philistines bears the stamp of the author’s endeavors to acquit David of charges of 
treachery as well as of participation in the events leading to the death of Saul.” Lemche, 
“David’s Rise,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 10 (1978), pp. 2–25, at p. 13.
 56 this episode provides striking examples of details that Halpern considers 
to be a series of admissions combined to effect “denials” of damning accusations  
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routing them and returning with the spoils of the victor, David faces his 
first legal challenge. His troops refuse to share the plunder with those 
who were too exhausted to participate in actual combat. David decides 
in favor of equal entitlement for all his troops, regardless of service in 
active duty. The next verse then curiously enshrines David’s decision as 
precedent for future positive law—“So from that day on it was made 
a statute (hok) and a law (mishpat) continuing to the present day” (I 
Samuel 30:25).57 Structurally, David has rewarded behavior that precisely 
mirrors his own conduct vis-à-vis Israel’s current geopolitical struggle 
with the Philistines: non-participation.

Because David’s tangential battle with Amalek is fought in a man-
ner so blatantly oblivious to the parallel drama of Israel’s life-and-death 
struggle with the Philistines, this in effect serves as a negation of the 
“going out and coming” the people had expected of him and for which 
they had come to love him.58 The “law” engendered by that battle is a 

against David by his opponents. the following list tallies this extraordinary number 
of admissions:

1. David worked for the Philistines.
2. He was the trusted lieutenant of Achish.
3. Achish considered him so loyal as to award him with governing a Gittite settlement.
4. He conducted raids pleasing to his Philistine liege.
5. He was a member of an elite royal bodyguard of Gath.
6. He offered Achish no harm.
7. He actually assembled his troops at the arena for the battle of Jezreel.
8. He was absent from his home at the time of battle with Israel.
9. He protested his dismissal from the battle.
10. He never confronted the Philistines at all except for some minor skirmishes.
11. He came into possession of Saul’s crown after the battle.
All these “admissions” amount to a classic Shakespearean “The lady doth protest too 

much.” As Halpern summarizes the combined effect of all these admissions, “The text 
effectively concedes all the most damaging information one could conceive in order to 
rescue David from a single suspicion: that he was instrumental in the defeat and death 
of Saul. So much admission, for so small, and yet so exquisite, a denial.” See Halpern, 
David’s Secret Demons, pp. 80–81. 
 57 This “law” is a primary exhibit to which scholars appeal in the debate as to 
whether the Israelite king possessed the power to actually promulgate law. See the argu-
ments for and against in Keith Whitelam, The Just King: Monarchical Judicial Authority 
in Ancient Israel (Sheffield: Journal for the Study of the old testament Press, 1979),  
pp. 212–214.
 58 once again, my reading of the various episodes during David’s stay in the 
Philistine camp diverges forcefully from those who read them as an apologia for David. 
For but one example, see Steven L. McKenzie’s admiration of David’s actions through-
out these chapters on pp. 101–104 of his King David: A Biography (oxford: oxford 
university Press, 2000). typical is McKenzie’s comparison of David’s battle against 
Ziklag and Saul’s parallel fight against the Philistines at Mount Gilboa: “David’s capable 
handling of the crisis contrasts with Saul’s utter collapse” (p. 103). If David was indeed 
so “capable,” why did he not exert those capabilities in defense of his people? Perhaps 
Saul’s collapse and the weakening of the Israelite state can be viewed as David’s fault. 
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concretization of David and his militia’s abstention from Israel’s war, and 
in its reward, it is an affirmation of conduct unbecoming the royal pre-
rogative of rallying the troops against the enemy.59 David’s judicial legacy, 
the solitary enactment designated as such, once again defeats the original 
national design for a king to fight the nation’s battles and is a perpetual 
legislative reminder of the failure of the monarchy to correct a lawless 
society.60 The narrative even further augments the pessimistic outlook 
for this new form of government by attributing the troops’ evasion of 
combat duty to exhaustion so extreme as to have reduced them to “corps-
es” (I Samuel 30:10). The singular biblical use of the root of the term 
“corpse” (peger) as a verb for fatigue conveys more than the debilitat-
ing “dead tiredness” of their condition.61 Its last appearance in the David 
story comes out of David’s own mouth, with a caustic taunt of Goliath 
that he will “give the corpses of the Philistine camp to the birds of the 
sky and the beasts of the earth” (I Samuel 17:46).62 In an ironic inver-
sion of David’s original mockery of the Philistines, a substantial portion 
of his own camp has been turned into one mass “corpse.” Compounding 
the irony is the fact that the strongest statement of “law” in the book of 
Samuel mandates the distribution of goods among both the living and 
the “dead.” David’s leadership is destined to entwine his people in a per-
petual partnership with death.

Further, McKenzie considers the “law” decreed by David in I Samuel 30:25 as a dem-
onstration of “leadership and capability,” and “[t]hough not yet king, David is already 
acting the part” (p. 103). By not examining the nature of this particular law and its sin-
gular appearance in the judicial output of David, scholars such as McKenzie miss the 
nuanced attack on David’s behavior.
 59 In a full-length study of the phrase “until this day” (ad hayom hazeh), translated 
here as “continuing to the present day,” Jefferey Geoghegan demonstrates that it reflects 
both a unified geographical (southern) perspective and a unified temporal (pre-exilic) 
perspective. Particularly pertinent to my argument here is his claim that the phrase is 
employed “several times to indicate the ongoing existence of political realities relating 
to ancient Israel.” He lists I Samuel 30:25 as the establishment of laws pursuant to do-
mestic policies. See Geoghegan, The Time, Place, and Purpose of the Deuteronomistic 
History: The Evidence of “Until This Day” (Providence: Brown Judaic Studies 347, 2006), 
pp. 57–58.
 60 The ironic subversion of law here testifies to David’s corruption of what the 
throne stands for, since the administration of justice is as important a royal preroga-
tive as leading the people in battle and securing the state’s political integrity. See A.R. 
Johnson, “Hebrew Conceptions of Kingship,” in S.H. Hooke, ed., Myth, Ritual and 
Kingship (oxford: oxford university Press, 1958), pp. 204–235, at pp. 206–207.
 61 See Robert Alter’s note in his translation of this verse: “The verb piger may be 
related to the noun peger, corpse, and so would have the sense of ‘dead tired.’” Alter, 
Literary Guide, p. 185. 
 62 The Septuagint version is even more biting, adding “your corpse” to those of the 
Philistines.
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Here it is crucial to note the inseparable relationship between the 
Deuteronomic law of the king and the foundational narrative of David’s 
ascension to the throne. David’s laws amount to lawlessness and death. 
What the narrative characterizes as law, which emerges from both his 
marauding sorties behind his Philistine patron’s back and his own nor-
mative edict in his private battle with Amalek, are ironic expressions of 
anarchy rather than orderliness. If these laws signal the kind of regime 
a monarchy holds for the future of the fledgling Israelite polity, it is one 
which will undermine its rule of law and perpetuate the anarchy Israel 
faced at the end of Judges. In the case of the monarchy, the difference will 
be that the anarchy will be institutionalized and systemically entrenched, 
threatening the survival of the polity more profoundly than its previous 
incarnation. 

Correspondingly, the Deuteronomic law mandates that the torah 
must always accompany the king; he must “read all his life, so that he 
may learn to revere the Lord his God, to observe faithfully every word 
of this teaching as well as these laws” (Deuteronomy 17:19). In a re-
markable departure from ancient Near Eastern monarchic convention, 
the king is reinvented: from the fount of the law he becomes its obe-
dient subject. Levinson has aptly characterized this normative caesura 
in the ancient Near East: whereas formerly “it was the monarch who 
promulgated the law, Deuteronomy reverses that precedent: here it is 
law that promulgates the monarch.”63 David’s laws have been exchanged 
for the laws of a higher authority. As long as the king scrupulously de-
fers to the Law, “he and his descendants may reign long in the midst of 
Israel” (Deuteronomy 17:20). In light of the Davidic narrative, the tele-
ological emphasis should be shifted from the survival of the monarchy 
to that of the polis. the king’s subservience to the torah guarantees not 
so much his own survival as that of the “midst of Israel.” this location 
is the viable political space that he and his descendants can occupy in 
perpetuity. 

While David has occupied himself with the legalities of dealing with 
metaphorical “corpses,” signifying non-participation in combat, the phys-
ical bodies of Israelites and their royal family have been piling up in 
their defense of the Philistine assault without the military assistance of 
their compatriot, David.64 In what may be Saul’s most lucid moment, he 

 63 Levinson, “First Constitution,” p. 1882.
 64 Some scholars go so far as to claim that David was not only oblivious to Israel’s 
predicament but was actually complicit in the death of Saul. See, for instance, Meir 
Malul, “Was David Involved in the Death of Saul on the Gilboa Mountain?” Revue 
Biblique 103 (1996), pp. 517–545. Malul hypothesizes that a fifth column loyal to David 
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commits suicide rather than allowing himself to be taken captive by the 
enemy and suffering humiliating abuse at their hands (I Samuel 31:4). 
Saul’s final decision stands in stark contrast to that of David, who as-
sumed a crazed demeanor, an act of supreme self-deprecation, in order 
to be taken in by the very same enemy. Though Saul’s choice may have 
been the nobler, both are defeatist. 

In its own inimitable style, the talmud may allude to this very contrast 
in an encounter between David and God himself as follows: 

God said to David, “How long will this crime be hidden in thy hand? 
Through thee Nob, the city of Priests, was massacred; through thee 
Doeg the Edomite was banished; and through thee Saul and his 
three sons were slain; wouldst thou rather thy line to end, or be 
delivered unto the enemy’s hand?” He replied: “Sovereign of the 
universe! I would rather be delivered into the enemy’s hand than 
that my line should end.”65 

These are surely alternatives from which David must choose, and his 
choice is informed by the nuances of his biblical portrayal. of paramount 
importance for David is the perpetuation of his royal lineage, and he 
will preserve it at the cost of captivity in enemy hands. Note that in this 
talmudic dialogue between God and David, it is not the survival of his 
people that is uppermost in David’s mind, but the continuance of his 
royal bloodline. Though Saul’s self-annihilation facilitates the erosion of 
Israelite sovereignty, David’s overriding instinct for survival portends 
even worse for the prospect of monarchic rehabilitation of Israel’s legal 
structure and fortunes. 

As a final note, I believe that the biblical text’s rejection of the monarchy 
as a preferred system of Jewish government did not escape the scrutiny 
of later rabbinic commentators. The most prominent of these expositors 
against the monarchy acknowledged to date has been Don Isaac Abravanel, 
who considered the institution dangerous and harmful.66 others, howev-
er, may have been just as opposed but far more subtle in revealing their 

within Saul’s entourage killed him. one of Malul’s arguments is especially pertinent to 
my claims here—that David staged the report of Saul’s death by the Amalekite at the 
beginning of II Samuel. The fact that he brings the news to David at Ziklag, the site of 
the very battle David waged against the Amalekites while Israel was suffering defeat by 
the Philistines, suggests, at least from a literary point of view, that whatever may have 
been awry about his conduct in that battle informs the opening scene of II Samuel.
 65 Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 95a.
 66 See his commentary on Deuteronomy 17:14 and I Samuel 8:4 and B. Netanyahu’s 
discussion in his Don Isaac Abravanel: Statesman and Philosopher (Ithaca: Cornell 
university Press, 1998), pp. 173–180.
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true political preferences. I would suggest that a consideration of these 
subtleties will lead to a reexamination and revision of commonly held 
categorical scholarly contentions such as those that take Abravanel’s op-
position to the monarchy as being “in complete contradiction to the entire 
political tradition of the Middle Ages down to his own time.”67 My con-
clusion here is intended to stimulate further debate as to whether such a 
position can continue to be unconditionally maintained.

Moses Maimonides may have prefigured Abravanel in understanding 
the monarch as symptomatic of simply another, possibly deeper variation 
of the dismal political state of affairs at the end of Judges, when he for-
mulated his vision of the utopian polity to be realized in the messianic 
era. That vision is one in which the administration of the messianic pol-
ity minimizes control and maximizes freedom. Maimonides emphatically 
dispels the notion that visions of domination fueled rabbinic and pro-
phetic yearning for the messianic era. This longing arose “not in order to 
rule the entire world, and not so that they would subjugate the nations, 
and not so that the nations would exalt them… but in order that they 
would be free to pursue torah and its wisdom.” 68 What nurtures this free-
dom is an environment in which all the social, economic, and geopolitical 
factors normally necessitating a king are absent, for “in that time there 
will be no hunger and no war and no jealousy or rivalry, goodness will 
be abundant and all luxuries will be as common as earth.”69 

 67 Netanyahu, Abravanel: Statesman and Philosopher, p. 180. See also Leo Strauss’ 
discussion of Abravanel’s political theory in opposition to that of Maimonides, “on 
Abravanel’s Philosophical tendency and Political teaching,” in J.B. trend and H. Loewe, 
eds., Isaac Abravanel: Six Lectures (Cambridge: Cambridge university Press, 1937),  
pp. 95–129. 
 68 Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Kings 12:4. For a comprehensive analy-
sis of Maimonides’ conception of the messianic period and its normative significance, 
see A. Ravitzky, “‘to the utmost Human Capacity’: Maimonides on the Days of the 
Messiah,” in Joel Kraemer, ed., Perspectives on Maimonides (oxford: oxford university 
Press, 1991), pp. 221–256. 
 69 Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Laws of Kings 12:5. For similar descriptions of the 
utopian messianic polity, see Maimonides, The Guide of the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo 
Pines, with an introductory essay by Leo Strauss (Chicago: university of Chicago Press, 
1963), 2:29, p. 341; 3:11, p. 441; Perush HaMishnayot, Eduyot 8:12; and introduction to 
Pereq Heleq in A. Halkin, “Sanhedrin: treatise on Resurrection,” in Halkin, ed., Crisis 
and Leadership: Epistles of Maimonides (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of 
America, 1985), at pp. 222–223.

Joel Kraemer asserts that “Maimonides perceived a correlation between normalcy, 
tranquility, political freedom and relief from the burdens of Exile on the one hand 
and intellectual splendor on the other” in his “on Maimonides’ Messianic Posture,” in 
I. twersky, ed., Studies in Medieval Jewish History and Literature, vol. 2 (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard university Press, 1984), pp. 109–142, at p. 139.
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Though the reestablishment of the monarchy remains a messianic ide-
al, much like the neutralization of the king’s dominance accomplished 
by Deuteronomic law, Maimonides’ description of the messianic pol-
ity also renders the king in the messianic era otiose and redundant.70 
Where the political conditions of a society preclude hunger, war, jeal-
ousy, and rivalry, none of the legislative or military powers of the king 
are needed. Maimonides’ messianic polity is the ultimate realization 
of Deuteronomy’s king’s law, which reduces the king, in the words of 
Levinson with which I began this study, “to a mere titular figurehead of 
the state.”71 Though the king sits on the throne, he has been virtually dis-
pensed with. Maimonides’ response to the pessimistic future the biblical 
narrative portends for kingship is to anticipate that kingship will in fact 
wean itself out of existence.72 

There is no more fitting an end to this paper, no better encapsulation 
of the argument developed here, than David’s final deathbed scene at the 
beginning of the book of Kings. As Saul’s own gruesome dismemberment 
recalls the end of Judges, so does David’s abduction of a “young maid-
en” (na’ara betula) at the pathetic end of his days: “So they looked for a 
beautiful girl throughout the territory of Israel. They found Abishag the 
Shunamite and brought her to the king” (I Kings 1:3). Recall the forcible 
abduction of young maidens from Jabesh-Gilead for propagation. The 
search is also for a na’ara betula (I Kings 1:2). “But the king did not know 
her” (I Kings 1:4). “They found among the inhabitants of Jabesh-Gilead 
four hundred maidens (na’ara betula) who had not known a man car-
nally, and they brought them to the camp at Shiloh” (Judges 21:12). Now 
that the first book of Samuel has been read in the way I have proposed 
(and indeed the entire historical narratives from this book to the end of 
Kings can be viewed similarly), the failure of the monarchy now compels 
the reader to radically reread the concluding verse of Judges. Initially, the 
two clauses of “In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did as 
he pleased” were viewed as causally linked. The rampant chaos that was 

 70 For a comprehensive treatment of Maimonides’ construct of the king whose im-
age of supreme power is neutralized by the public assumption of a posture of extreme 
humility, see my “Maimonides on Kingship: The Ethics of Imperial Humility,” Journal 
of Religious Ethics 34:1 (2006), pp. 89-114. 
 71 Supra, n. 2.
 72 I do not mean here that the office of the king will become vacant during the mes-
sianic period, but only that the ideal king is one who presides over a kingdom in which 
there are no political concerns, only religious/philosophical ones. Gershon Weiler simi-
larly argues that the messianic kingdom is not a “sovereign” one but a “holy” one. The 
state of universal political calm is considered by him to be nothing short of miraculous, 
and he thus concludes, “The messianic age, although politically conceived, serves no 
political ideal.” Weiler, Jewish Theocracy (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1988), p. 161.
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the order of the day stemmed from the lack of a central imperial author-
ity. once the monarchy is exposed for the disastrous political experiment 
that it is in the books of Samuel and Kings, the Bible’s intended audience 
must revisit this final dismal assessment of Judges, nuanced anew in the 
shadow of the political system it originally anticipated as its hopeful al-
ternative. Hope is now transformed into a pessimistic appraisal: “Even 
though there was no king in Israel, everyone did as he pleased.”73

university of Waterloo

 73 There are a few alternatives to the legitimacy of this reading. one is consistent 
with Yaira Amit’s thesis that Judges 19–21 constitutes a hidden polemic against Saul, 
preparing the reader for David’s usurpation of the monarchy from him. This last sen-
tence could also be the linchpin in a hidden polemic, though not only against Saul, as 
Amit has postulated, but against David and the institution of the monarchy altogether. 
See her “Literature in the Service of Politics: Studies in Judges 19–21,” in H.G. Reventlow 
et al., eds., Politics and Theopolitics in the Bible and Postbiblical Literature (Sheffield: 
Journal for the Study of the old testament Press, 1994), pp. 28–40. Another option 
is that the original intention of the author of these final narratives in Judges was pro-
monarchic. For just one example of such a view, see Jobling, Berit Olam, p. 106, which 
states, “The same pro-monarchical logic that created the last verse of Judges also deter-
mined the point of division between Judges and Samuel. It is a logic that tends to forget 
that seeking a king is a rejection of YHWH…. It remembers instead the shortcoming 
of judgeship and looks back to Deuteronomy 17 as positive permission for kingship.” 
In this case, however, the authors of Samuel structured the narratives, utilized allusions 
and irony, and imported similar phraseology (as has been demonstrated) in order to 
subvert the original intent of the end of Judges and to reread it in light of their narra-
tive arguments against the monarchy.
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